
 

 

Lombroso’s Criminal Theory of Deviance 

According to the study conducted by Horn (2015), titled "The Criminal Body: Lombroso and 

the Anatomy of Deviance", he argued that even though criminologists regularly paint 

biological hypotheses of crime contrary to sociological ones, Lombroso was impacted by 

crafted by French crime analysts like André-Michel Guerry and Adolphe Quetelet. These 

crime analysts recorded the number and dispersion of crimes by gathering and breaking down 

measurable data, creating associations between age, orientation, social beginning, and crime 

(Knepper, 2018). 

These measurements highlighted the theory that crime was the consequence of ecological and 

social variables as well as biological ones. His understudies would incline all the more 

vigorously into this speculation, creating coordinated biosocial hypotheses of crime. 

Lombroso's criminal hypothesis fostered an enormous continuing in the German-talking 

world. One remainder of this following was the purported degeneration proposal, advanced 

by the criminologist Emil Kraepelin (Knepper, 2018). As indicated by the degeneration 

proposal, criminals neurotically and inherited strayed from a standard hereditary sort. 

Nonetheless, this hereditary sort must be recognized by mental, instead of physical, attributes. 

 Lombroso particularly inclined toward these actual attributes and estimations to recognize 

conceived wrongdoers from non-guilty parties, and he utilized his atavistic hypothesis to 

make sense of why certain individuals were conceived guilty parties (Knepper, 2018). 

However, as he continued to refresh his book and distributed new versions of it, he added 

things to it. For instance, he likewise thought about different elements that might be 

connected to the criminal way of behaving, like destitution, liquor, and packs. There were 

additionally more mental qualities that Lombroso associated with being a guilty party, like an 

absence of sensations of regret, or being negative or incautious. Yet, these elements are not 



 

 

frequently associated with Lombroso, because he gave a great deal of his work to biology and 

actual anomalies. 

Cesare Lombroso is once in a while called "the father of modern criminology", and he's 

regularly considered to be the originator of the positivist school (Knepper, 2018). The 

positivist school involved estimations as a method for tracking down-proof for the reasons for 

the criminal way of behaving. Lombroso's situation was finished with his estimations of 

individuals' actual attributes. 

He was a notable researcher in his time, and many individuals both from Italy and abroad 

visited him to examine thoughts and exploration with him. Lombroso was unquestionably not 

by any means the only one who felt that actual attributes were connected to the criminal way 

of behaving. He impacted other Italian criminologists (like Ferri and Garofalo) and together, 

these researchers are frequently called the Italian School of Criminology (Knepper, 2018). 

Notwithstanding, ongoing examination in social hereditary qualities and neuroscience has 

brought back some adaptation of the Lombrosian thought by giving proof to the hereditary 

and biological corresponds of criminality. This exploration has been affecting judicial 

procedures around the world. 

In this manner, Lombroso's contemplations in regards to atavism have been abandoned, and 

Lombroso himself is one of the more questionable figures all through the whole presence of 

criminology (Knepper, 2018). However, various contemplations that track down their basic 

establishments in his work, for instance, the likelihood that there may be real credits that can 

add to the criminal approach to acting, are a ton of alive in criminology today. For example, 

the likelihood that characteristics and psyche structure are associated with a criminal 

approach to acting has seen a rising proportion of interest in the past two or three numerous 

years. 
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